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London, 18 October 2011 -- Moody's Investors Service has today downgraded Spain's government bond ratings to A1 from Aa2. This rating
action concludes the review for possible downgrade that Moody's had initiated for Spain's rating on 29 July. The ratings carry a negative outlook.

The main drivers that prompted the rating downgrade are as follow:

(1) Spain continues to be vulnerable to market stress and event risk. Since placing the ratings under review in late July 2011, no credible
resolution of the current sovereign debt crisis has emerged and it will in any event take time for confidence in the area's political cohesion and
growth prospects to be fully restored. In the meantime, Spain's large sovereign borrowing needs as well as the high external indebtedness of
the Spanish banking and corporate sectors render it vulnerable to further funding stress.

(2) The already moderate growth prospects for Spain have been scaled back further in view of (i) the worsening global and European growth
outlook and (ii) the difficult funding situation for the banking sector and its impact on the wider economy. Specifically, Moody's now expects
Spain's real GDP growth in 2012 to be 1% at best, compared with earlier expectations of 1.8%, with risks mainly to the downside. Over the
following years, the rating agency continues to expect a very moderate pace of growth of around 1.5% on average per annum.

(3) Lower economic growth in turn will make the achievement of the ambitious fiscal targets even more challenging for Spain. Moody's expects
the budget deficits for the general government sector to be above target both this year and next. In particular, Moody's continues to have serious
concerns regarding the funding situation of the regional governments and their ability to reduce their budget deficits according to targets.

These were the main reasons for placing the ratings of the Kingdom of Spain under review on 29 July 2011 and the key areas that Moody's
considered during the review period. Since that time, funding challenges for sovereign-related credits as well as uncertainties about the
specifics of future euro area support, and about near-term economic growth (and hence the likelihood of further deficit reduction) have
increased rather than abated. The credit strengths, on the other hand, have been largely unchanged.

Today's rating action on Spain follows Moody's recent rating actions on the sovereign ratings of Italy (A2, negative outlook) and Belgium (Aa1,
rating on review for possible downgrade), which were driven by similar concerns.

Moody's is maintaining a negative outlook on Spain's rating to reflect the downside risks from a potential further escalation of the euro area
crisis. The rating agency expects that the next government to emerge after Spain's parliamentary elections on 20 November will be strongly
committed to continued fiscal consolidation. Spain's rating would face further downward pressure if this expectation did not materialise. On the
other hand, the implementation of a decisive and credible medium-term fiscal and structural reform plan coupled with a convincing solution to
the euro area crisis would trigger a return to a stable outlook.

In Moody's view, Spain's sovereign rating is more adequately placed in the A rating category than the Aa category given the potential for
contagion from further shocks and the domestic fragilities. Long-term economic strength -- a key input into Moody's sovereign methodology -- is
no longer considered to be very high but only moderate given the expectation of a lengthy economic rebalancing process. Moody's also notes
that most sovereign issuers with a Aa3 rating have much stronger fiscal and external positions than Spain, including very low public debt, sound
public finances and a net creditor status vis-à-vis the rest of the world. This constellation renders them far less vulnerable to a confidence-
driven funding crisis than Spain.

At the same time, Moody's acknowledges that Spain has significant fundamental credit strengths when set against its close peers. Even when
accounting for the missed deficit targets, Spain's public debt ratio will likely peak at around 75% of GDP, implying a lower vulnerability to growth
and interest rate shocks than some of its lower rated peers. Despite a slow start, there is now a clear track record of policy action in Spain
which encompasses not only fiscal consolidation but also labour market and pension reforms as well as recapitalisation of the weak parts of
the banking sector. The recent constitutional amendment which was supported by the main opposition party is a clear indication that there is a
broad consensus on the need for further fiscal consolidation. Despite the downward rating action, Moody's notes that the risk of a default by
Spain is remote.

Moody's has today also downgraded the rating of Spain's Fondo de Reestructuración Ordenada Bancaria (FROB) to A1 with a negative outlook,
in line with the sovereign rating action. The FROB's debt is fully and unconditionally guaranteed by the government of Spain. FROB's Prime-1
short-term rating is unaffected by today's rating action.

RATIONALE FOR DOWNGRADE

The first driver of Moody's decision to downgrade Spain's sovereign rating is the continued vulnerability of Spain to market stress and, as a
result, to elevated funding costs and event risk. Moody's believes that, even if policy action at the euro area level were to succeed in the short
term in returning some degree of normality to bank and sovereign debt markets in the euro area, the underlying fragility and loss of confidence
is deep and likely to be sustained. High debt and/or deficit countries with large annual funding needs are thus considerably more susceptible to
event risk in the form of a loss of market access at affordable rates. Moody's believes that these event risks are better reflected by ratings within
the A category rather than the Aa category (see also Moody's recent Special Comment on "Rating Euro Area Governments Through
Extraordinary Times -- An Updated Summary" for a broader assessment of the euro area sovereign rating outlook). Nonetheless, Moody's
points out that Spain's new A1 rating reflects its view that the risk of default by Spain remains remote. While the Spanish sovereign can sustain
higher funding costs for an extended period, the impact on liquidity and funding conditions for regional governments and the banking sector is
more severe, with negative implications for the economic outlook.

The weakened growth outlook is the second driver for Moody's rating action. While GDP forecasts for 2011 were already very moderate, the
rating agency has now reduced its forecast for 2012 to a real GDP growth rate of only 1%, down from 1.8% previously. The risks to this growth
forecast are to the downside. Moody's acknowledges that the necessary rebalancing of the economy is progressing, with positive signs from
the export sector. Spain's trade balance with the EU is in surplus for the first time since records began, and international competitiveness is



gradually being recovered through lower labour cost increases than in key competitor countries. However, the necessary adjustment of the
economy will likely take several more years, and, in the short term, the slowdown in Spain's key export markets will negatively affect growth.
This is already evident in the moderation of export growth over the past several months compared to earlier in the year. The situation on the
labour market is severe and will remain so unless further reforms are enacted. The banking sector continues to be fragile as the difficult funding
and economic conditions put further pressure on asset quality and profitability. House prices are expected to decline further. At the same time,
Moody's acknowledges that the Spanish authorities have made progress with the restructuring of the weak parts of the banking system.

Thirdly, the more moderate growth prospects in turn complicate the already difficult outlook for Spain's public finances. In particular, Moody's
expects that the regional governments as a whole will miss this year's deficit target of 1.3% of GDP by a full percentage point of GDP. While the
rating agency acknowledges that most of the regional governments are now adopting expenditure-focused fiscal adjustment policies, Moody's
points out that achieving the deficit targets would require a significant acceleration of the cost-cutting measures. In June 2011, Moody's had
already warned about fiscal slippage among Spain's regional governments, not only for the remainder of 2011 but also in 2012 (see Moody's
Special Comment entitled "Spanish Regions: Continued Fiscal Slippage Would Have Negative Ratings Impact").

Despite the additional fiscal measures implemented by the central government in August (amounting to approx. 0.3% of GDP), it will be difficult
for the central government to fully compensate for the deviation by the regional governments. Moody's expects the budget deficit for the general
government sector to amount to 6.5% of GDP in 2011, half a percentage point above the government's target for the year. For 2012, the rating
agency expects a deficit of 5.2% of GDP (revised upwards from 4.8% of GDP previously), well above the government's commitment to reduce
the deficit to 4.4% of GDP. This forecast already includes substantial adjustments in most discretionary and mandatory expenditure categories.

PRINCIPAL METHODOLOGY

The principal methodology used in this rating was Sovereign Bond Ratings published in 2008. Please see the Credit Policy page on
www.moodys.com for a copy of this methodology.

REGULATORY DISCLOSURES

For ratings issued on a program, series or category/class of debt, this announcement provides relevant regulatory disclosures in relation to
each rating of a subsequently issued bond or note of the same series or category/class of debt or pursuant to a program for which the ratings
are derived exclusively from existing ratings in accordance with Moody's rating practices. For ratings issued on a support provider, this
announcement provides relevant regulatory disclosures in relation to the rating action on the support provider and in relation to each particular
rating action for securities that derive their credit ratings from the support provider's credit rating. For provisional ratings, this announcement
provides relevant regulatory disclosures in relation to the provisional rating assigned, and in relation to a definitive rating that may be assigned
subsequent to the final issuance of the debt, in each case where the transaction structure and terms have not changed prior to the assignment
of the definitive rating in a manner that would have affected the rating. For further information please see the ratings tab on the issuer/entity
page for the respective issuer on www.moodys.com.

The rating has been disclosed to the rated entity or its designated agent(s) and issued with no amendment resulting from that disclosure.

Information sources used to prepare the rating are the following : parties involved in the ratings, parties not involved in the ratings, public
information, and confidential and proprietary Moody's Investors Service information.

Moody's considers the quality of information available on the rated entity, obligation or credit satisfactory for the purposes of issuing a rating.

Moody's adopts all necessary measures so that the information it uses in assigning a rating is of sufficient quality and from sources Moody's
considers to be reliable including, when appropriate, independent third-party sources. However, Moody's is not an auditor and cannot in every
instance independently verify or validate information received in the rating process.

Moody's Investors Service may have provided Ancillary or Other Permissible Service(s) to the rated entity or its related third parties within the
three years preceding the credit rating action. Please see the special report "Ancillary or other permissible services provided to entities rated by
MIS's EU credit rating agencies" on the ratings disclosure page on our website www.moodys.com for further information.

Please see Moody's Rating Symbols and Definitions on the Rating Process page on www.moodys.com for further information on the meaning
of each rating category and the definition of default and recovery.

Please see ratings tab on the issuer/entity page on www.moodys.com for the last rating action and the rating history.

The date on which some ratings were first released goes back to a time before Moody's ratings were fully digitized and accurate data may not
be available. Consequently, Moody's provides a date that it believes is the most reliable and accurate based on the information that is available
to it. Please see the ratings disclosure page on our website www.moodys.com for further information.

Please see www.moodys.com for any updates on changes to the lead rating analyst and to the Moody's legal entity that has issued the rating.
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CREDIT RATINGS ISSUED BY MOODY'S INVESTORS SERVICE, INC. ("MIS") AND ITS AFFILIATES ARE
MOODY'S CURRENT OPINIONS OF THE RELATIVE FUTURE CREDIT RISK OF ENTITIES, CREDIT
COMMITMENTS, OR DEBT OR DEBT-LIKE SECURITIES, AND CREDIT RATINGS AND RESEARCH
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OPINIONS OF THE RELATIVE FUTURE CREDIT RISK OF ENTITIES, CREDIT COMMITMENTS, OR DEBT OR
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ITS CONTRACTUAL, FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS AS THEY COME DUE AND ANY ESTIMATED FINANCIAL LOSS
IN THE EVENT OF DEFAULT. CREDIT RATINGS DO NOT ADDRESS ANY OTHER RISK, INCLUDING BUT NOT
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS PROTECTED BY LAW, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, COPYRIGHT
LAW, AND NONE OF SUCH INFORMATION MAY BE COPIED OR OTHERWISE REPRODUCED, REPACKAGED,
FURTHER TRANSMITTED, TRANSFERRED, DISSEMINATED, REDISTRIBUTED OR RESOLD, OR STORED FOR
SUBSEQUENT USE FOR ANY SUCH PURPOSE, IN WHOLE OR IN PART, IN ANY FORM OR MANNER OR BY ANY
MEANS WHATSOEVER, BY ANY PERSON WITHOUT MOODY'S PRIOR WRITTEN CONSENT. All information
contained herein is obtained by MOODY'S from sources believed by it to be accurate and reliable. Because of the
possibility of human or mechanical error as well as other factors, however, all information contained herein is provided
"AS IS" without warranty of any kind. MOODY'S adopts all necessary measures so that the information it uses in
assigning a credit rating is of sufficient quality and from sources Moody's considers to be reliable, including, when
appropriate, independent third-party sources. However, MOODY'S is not an auditor and cannot in every instance
independently verify or validate information received in the rating process. Under no circumstances shall MOODY'S have
any liability to any person or entity for (a) any loss or damage in whole or in part caused by, resulting from, or relating to,
any error (negligent or otherwise) or other circumstance or contingency within or outside the control of MOODY'S or any
of its directors, officers, employees or agents in connection with the procurement, collection, compilation, analysis,
interpretation, communication, publication or delivery of any such information, or (b) any direct, indirect, special,
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OR IMPLIED, AS TO THE ACCURACY, TIMELINESS, COMPLETENESS, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY
PARTICULAR PURPOSE OF ANY SUCH RATING OR OTHER OPINION OR INFORMATION IS GIVEN OR MADE BY
MOODY'S IN ANY FORM OR MANNER WHATSOEVER.

MIS, a wholly-owned credit rating agency subsidiary of Moody's Corporation ("MCO"), hereby discloses that most issuers
of debt securities (including corporate and municipal bonds, debentures, notes and commercial paper) and preferred
stock rated by MIS have, prior to assignment of any rating, agreed to pay to MIS for appraisal and rating services
rendered by it fees ranging from $1,500 to approximately $2,500,000. MCO and MIS also maintain policies and
procedures to address the independence of MIS's ratings and rating processes. Information regarding certain affiliations
that may exist between directors of MCO and rated entities, and between entities who hold ratings from MIS and have
also publicly reported to the SEC an ownership interest in MCO of more than 5%, is posted annually at
www.moodys.com under the heading "Shareholder Relations — Corporate Governance — Director and Shareholder
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Affiliation Policy."

Any publication into Australia of this document is by MOODY'S affiliate, Moody's Investors Service Pty Limited ABN 61
003 399 657, which holds Australian Financial Services License no. 336969. This document is intended to be provided
only to "wholesale clients" within the meaning of section 761G of the Corporations Act 2001. By continuing to access this
document from within Australia, you represent to MOODY'S that you are, or are accessing the document as a
representative of, a "wholesale client" and that neither you nor the entity you represent will directly or indirectly
disseminate this document or its contents to "retail clients" within the meaning of section 761G of the Corporations Act
2001.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, credit ratings assigned on and after October 1, 2010 by Moody's Japan K.K. (“MJKK”) are
MJKK's current opinions of the relative future credit risk of entities, credit commitments, or debt or debt-like securities. In
such a case, “MIS” in the foregoing statements shall be deemed to be replaced with “MJKK”. MJKK is a wholly-owned
credit rating agency subsidiary of Moody's Group Japan G.K., which is wholly owned by Moody’s Overseas Holdings Inc.,
a wholly-owned subsidiary of MCO.

This credit rating is an opinion as to the creditworthiness or a debt obligation of the issuer, not on the equity securities of
the issuer or any form of security that is available to retail investors. It would be dangerous for retail investors to make
any investment decision based on this credit rating. If in doubt you should contact your financial or other professional
adviser.


